AP Pairs Programming Project
Route Finding System
Problem Description
Write a basic route finding system (RFS). The RFS allows a client (a user or another software
system) to create locations (Airports, Truck Depots, and Bike Delivery Stations) and legs
(Flights, Truck Legs and Bike Legs). The client can then ask the RFS to find the “best” route to
ship cargo from an origin location to a destination location. The client will require “best” route as
either lowest cost, shortest number of legs, or lowest total km.

Class Structure
You will include the following classes. A class diagram is included. Please note: the design of
these classes is INCOMPLETE. You are required to investigate this problem and ask questions
that will help you design a solution.
SystemManager
The System Manager provides an interface between the client and the Route Finding System.
It contains a list of all locations and a list of all the legs in the system. A text display of
information on all the legs and locations in the system can be accessed by calling
printSystemDetails(). The following methods must also be included:
●
●
●
●
●
●

addLocation(Location) - adds a location
addLeg(Leg) - adds a leg
findLocation(String) - returns a location given a string containing the name of the location.
findCheapestRoute (Location origin, Location destination, String day) - returns the cheapest route between
two locations on a given day by calling cheapestRouteTo() in the Location class.
findMinStepsRoute (Location origin, Location destination, String day) - returns the route with the minimum
number of steps between two locations on a given day by calling minStepsRouteTo() in the Location
class.
findShortestKmRoute (Location origin, Location destination, String day) - returns the shortest route between
two locations on a given day by calling shortestKmRouteTo() in the Location class.

Leg
The Leg class is an abstract class defining one “leg” of a route between two locations. It
contains the following instance variables:
●
●
●

origin: Location
destination: Location
daysAvailable: a string containing a list of days this leg is available. The string is formatted as follows. Use

●

●

each symbol shown to represent the day:
○ Monday - M, Tuesday - T, Wednesday - W, Thursday - R, Friday - F, Saturday - S, Sunday - U
For example, a route available on Monday, Thursday and Sunday would have the string “MRU”.
distance:int - the distance in km between the origin and the destination
costPerKm:double - the cost per km of sending a package on this leg

Also implement at least the following constructor:
●

Leg(Location origin, Location destination, int distanceInKm, String days,
double costPerKm)- where the String days contains a list of days this leg is available.

BikeLeg
● inherits from Leg
● origin and destination must be TruckDepot and BikeDeliveryStation or two
BikeDeliveryStations
● costPerKm is $1
Flight
● inherits from Leg
● origin and destination must be Airports
● costPerKm is $0.23
TruckLeg
● inherits from Leg
● origin and destination must be TruckRoute and Airport or two TruckRoutes
● costPerKm is $0.58
Location
The Location class is an abstract class representing a location along a possible delivery route.
A location has the following instance variables:
●
●

name, any string
connectingLegs, a list of all existing legs that connect to this location

The class also contains at least the following methods:
●
●
●
●

addConnection(Leg) - adds a connecting leg to the list
cheapestRouteTo(Location loc, String day) - returns the cheapest Route between this location and loc on
given day. Returns null if no route found or if there are no outgoing connections from this location.
minStepsRouteTo(Location loc, String day)) - returns the Route with the minimum number of steps between
this location and loc on given day. Returns null if no route found or if there are no outgoing connections from
this location.
shortestKmRouteTo(Location loc, String day)) - returns the shortest Route between this location and loc on
given day. Returns null if no route found or if there are no outgoing connections from this location.

Airport
● inherits from Location
● name is 3 uppercase letters
TruckDepot
● inherits from Location

●

name is 8 uppercase letters

BikeDeliveryLocation
● inherits from Location
● name is any string
Route
The Route class represents an ordered list of connected legs between two Locations. It contains
a list of Legs which form a route between these two Locations. At least the following methods
must be included:
● totalCost() - returns total cost of this route
● totalDistance() - returns total distance of this route
● totalSteps() - return number of steps in this route
● addLeg(Leg) - adds a leg to this route
● toString - returns a string representation of the route with the format below:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Steps: 4 Distance: 73 Cost: 43.599999999999994
Route Start:
Origin: BikeDepot3 Destination: TRUCK008
Origin: TRUCK008 Destination: FRT
Origin: FRT Destination: TRUCK009
Origin: TRUCK009 Destination: BikeDepot4
Route End.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Sample Test Driver
A sample test driver is shown below:
SystemManager sm = new SystemManager();
Location loc1 = new Airport("YYJ");
Location loc2 = new TruckDepot("PURVIC01");
Location loc3 = new BikeDeliveryLocation("Empress Hotel, Victoria
BC");
Location loc4 = new Airport("YVR");
Location loc5 = new BikeDeliveryLocation("Ogden Point");
Location loc6 = new Airport("INH");
Location loc7 = new TruckDepot("PURLAURE");
sm.addLocation(loc1);
sm.addLocation(loc2);
sm.addLocation(loc3);

sm.addLocation(loc4);
sm.addLocation(loc5);
sm.addLocation(loc6);
sm.addLocation(loc7);
sm.addLeg(new TruckLeg(loc1, loc2, 25, "MW"));
sm.addLeg(new BikeLeg(loc2, loc3, 10, "MTWRFSU"));
sm.addLeg(new BikeLeg(loc3, loc5, 10, "MFS"));
sm.addLeg(new TruckLeg(loc6, loc7, 1, "M"));
sm.addLeg(new Flight(loc1,loc6, 30, "MTWRFSU"));
sm.addLeg(new BikeLeg(loc7, loc5, 2, "MFS"));
sm.addLeg(new Flight(loc7, loc5, 2, "MFS")); // error
sm.addLeg(new BikeLeg(loc7, loc3, 2, "Z")); // error
sm.addLeg(new BikeLeg(loc7, loc3, -1, "T")); // error
sm.printSystemDetails();
Route r1 = sm.findCheapestRoute(sm.findLocation("YYJ"),
sm.findLocation("Ogden Point"), "M");
System.out.println(r1);
Route r2 = sm.findShortestKmRoute(sm.findLocation("YYJ"),
sm.findLocation("Empress Hotel, Victoria BC"), "M");
System.out.println(r2);
Route r3 = sm.findMinStepsRoute(sm.findLocation("YYJ"),
sm.findLocation("Empress Hotel, Victoria BC"), "M");
System.out.println(r3);
Class Diagram

